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TOPICS

• ECOCITY BUILDERS
• The Urbinsight approach

• How we integrate data and 
provide a common visual 
language

• Latin American case studies
• Mapping technologies 

selected and piloted
• Challenges and success of 

participatory mapping in 
pilots

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In this presentation I’m going to briefly introduce our Oakland CA based nonprofit Ecocity Builders and a few of our key operating concepts and then spend most of the time on our participatory approach to neighborhood and city-level data collection, management and visualization that supports community-led strategies for urban planning, sustainability and resilience.I’ll highlight how this approach is being advanced in the field with the US State Department’s Office of the Geographer’s Secondary Cities Initiative in Peru and Colombia, review some of the tools and technologies we’re piloting along with some comments about the successes and challenges we’re encountering. 



WAYS TO ENGAGE 
WITH ECOCITY 

BUILDERS 

Participate Gather

Ecocity World 
Summit

Ecocity Focus Labs

Integrate

Ecocity 
Consulting

Discover

Demos

Workshops

Build

Projects

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Founded in 1992 in Berkeley, California, Ecocity Builders is dedicated to reshaping cities for the long-term health of human and natural systems.



TOOLS AND 
RESOURCES

Map

Urbinsight
Platform

Measure

Ecocity 
Standards 

and Indicators

Network

Ecocity
Wiki

Define

Urban 
Ontology

Go 
Deeper

Resource
Library

Tour

Ecocity VR

Teach

EcoCompass



OUR PARTNERS



KEY CONCEPT 
DEFINITION OF ECOCITY
— WORKING DEFINITION ADOPTED BY ECOCITY BUILDERS AND THE INTERNATIONAL ECOCITY 
STANDARDS ADVISORY TEAM, 2/20/10, VANCOUVER, CANADA.

An ecocity is a human settlement modeled 
on the self-sustaining resilient structure 
and function of natural ecosystems and 
living organisms.
The ecocity provides healthy abundance to 
its inhabitants without consuming more 
(renewable) resources than it produces, 
without producing more waste than it can 
assimilate, and without being toxic to itself 
or neighboring ecosystems.
Its inhabitants’ ecological impacts reflect 
planetary supportive lifestyles; its social 
order reflects fundamental principles of 
fairness, justice and reasonable equity.

International Ecocity Framework 
and Standards
www.ecocitystandards.org

Reconceives ‘the city 
system” as complete 

human ecosystem 



Office of the Geographer and 
Global Issues (GGI) 

U.S. Department of State

Objective To build a regional South American program for capacity-building and data-generating 
activities that will connect secondary cities with web-based mapping tools and educational programs 

designed to boost resiliency, support better planning and urban growth management, and enable more 
robust emergency management planning. 

Geospatial Mapping and Education for 
Community Sustainability and Resilience

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Secondary Cities is a field-based initiative of the Office of the Geographer. The program builds partnerships to enhance understanding through data and mapping, and enables science-based decision making.



Cusco, Peru
510,000

Medellin, Colombia
2.4 million

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In partner cities like Cusco and Medellin, the EcoCompass process sets up local universities to work with community-based organizations in select neighborhoods to explore resource flows, demands, quality, and access.



Urbinsight

Comuna 8, Medellin, Colombia San Pedro, Cusco, Peru

Academic partners: 
UNAL – National University of 
Colombia

Community partners: 
E2E Foundation

Government and data partners: 
Municipality, EPM (public utility)

Academic partners: 
UAP Universidad Alas Peruanas

Community partners: 
San Pedro CBO

Government and data partners: 
City of Cusco, MINAM (Ministry of the 
Environment of Peru)

Presenter
Presentation Notes




ECOCOMPASS
Seminars and labs
Popular education 
workshops
Intensive trainings
Virtual meetings
GIS simulations
Community-based 
facilitation
Tool adaptation
and refinement

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our assessment method is driven by an educational and peer-to-peer training program, called the EcoCompass. 



Credit to
Ecocity Builders 
Sebastian Moffatt, Consensus Institute
Philip Mansfield, Graphical Memes
Jennie Moore, BCIT

Source

Conversion

Demand

Re-conversion

Sink

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cities and citizens research and assess resource demands and flows  ---like water, energy, and materials. They can then better understand where their city or neighborhood resources come from and where they're going at what amount-  to give a holistic picture of the role they play in resource cycles. The UMIS methodology was developed by Dr. Sebastian Moffatt and proposes a standardized “source to sink” framework to better understand and analyze urban systems as they process through the built environment. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
On the Urbinsight platform, you can select areas of interest and understand challenges of infrastructure, policies and practices related to the resources they depend on. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
And user-generated data can reveal trends in how we consume resources at the household level. 



CITIZEN SCIENCE

Right: Cusco community data collection – June 13 2016 with Secondary Cities. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Citizens on the ground collect neighborhood data using GPS technology, conduct household audits, and survey residents on quality of life and planning priorities.   



TOP DOWN + BOTTOM UP DATA
CITY DATA AND INFORMATION

• HIGH LEVEL CONCEPTS AND INFORMATION 
• ADD SPECIFIC CONCEPTS FROM MORE GENERIC ONES

CITIZEN DATA AND INFORMATION

• START FROM REAL EXISTING OBJECTS
• AGGREGATE INTO MORE GENERIC OBJECTS
• LINK TO THE TOP DOWN LEVEL

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The platform provides a means to improve accessibility and literacy of top-down data, visualizing bottom-up citizen-led data -  building capacity and participation in research and planning methods. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Enables integrated and sustainable design



June 13 in Cusco with students, citizens, local government

Results thus far in Cusco

--Universidad Alas Peruanas is incorporating student projects from the Secondary City projects into formal 
curriculum.

--Several students are considering writing their bachelor theses on a topic linked to solid waste 
management in San Pedro or one of the other elements of the Secondary Cities initiative.

--The lead municipal official for land-use planning sees the value in the community engagement 
methodology and plans to incorporate elements of the Urbinsight tool into decision making.

--Professor Santos Mera has established himself as a leader in this field in Cusco and is now able to 
influence policy through his role as an advisor to the regional government.



Budapest, Hungary 

Oakland, California, USA

Casablanca, Morocco
Cairo, Egypt (Imbaba)





7-STEP PAR 
FRAMEWORK

Step 1: Identifying & Engaging Partners
Step 2: Forming Collaborative Questions
Step 3: Planning Research Activities
Step 4: Conducting the Research
Step 5: Analyzing the Data
Step 6: Sharing the Findings
Step 7: Taking Action

SEMINAR 2





Imbaba, 
Cairo

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Imbaba, a typical informal area60- 70 % of Cairo’s urban area is informal urbanismCurrently, most construction activity is happening in these areas.It provides the affordable solution that other governmental efforts failed to deliver.We were aiming to compare with a planned area (Zamalek neighbourhood) but due to time limitation, it was postponed to future phases.















TOOLS AND 
TECHNOLOGIES

• Geonode
• Urbinsight platform
• City Metaflow
• Esri ArcGIS
• Collector app
• Field Notes
• Urban Ontology



INTERNET MAPPING 
PROTOCOL
GEONODE

CUSCO – 549 official layers MEDELLIN – 122 official layers

Geonode to upload, organize, label and set permissions for data 
publishing, managing and distribution process.

GeoNode is an Open Source, Content Management System (CMS) for 
geospatial data. It is a web-based application and platform for developing 
geospatial information systems (GIS) and for deploying spatial data 
infrastructures (SDI).

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Assuming the data has already been digitized according to a standard datum and projection, we can use Geonode to upload, organize, label the data and set sharing permissions.To be clear, we are now discussing the data publishing, managing and distribution process as opposed to the data collecting, inputting and verifying process.



OUR GEONODE
CATEGORIES
Air
Biodiversity
Carrying Capacity
Context Layer
Culture
Ecological Linkages
Economy
Education
Energy
Food
Governance
Housing
Materials
Quality of Life
Soil
Transportation
Urban access
Water

www.ecocitystandards.org





Cairo University
Example
From 
Earlier pilot



We are using in our professional workshops with data from Geonode
And from the neighborhoods to build the ECIM



Using for field data collection when we have access to phones/devices





Structures 
and 
insights to 
inform 
SDGs



CHALLENGES AND 
SUCCESSES
Successes

• Academic partners
• Community/neighborhood 

focus 
• Participatory approach
• Open tech/data
• Linking top down data w 

bottom up

Challenges
• Funding for platform build out
• Culture
• Standards and protocols for 

common language
• Many actors/partners



INTEGRATE INSIGHTS INTO 
PLANNING AND DECISION 
MAKING





THANK YOU

KIRSTIN MILLER
Executive Director, Ecocity Builders

kirstin@ecocitybuilders.org
www.ecocitybuilders.org

mailto:kirstin@ecocitybuilders.org
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